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Abstract— Minimizing the risk of system failure arising from soft errors in any computer structure requires
identifying those components whose failure is likely to impact on system functionality. Clearly, the degree of soft
errors tolerance is not the same for all components. Hence, to improve soft errors tolerance, critical components can be
flagged and measures can be taken to lower their criticalities at an early design phase. This improvement is achieved in
this paper by presenting a criticality ranking (among the components) formed by combining a prediction of soft errors,
the severity of them, and a propagation of the soft errors at the system modeling phase; and also by pointing out ways
to apply changes in the model to minimize the risk of degradation of desired functionalities. Case study results are
given to validate the approach.
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1 INTRODUCTION

The temporary unintended changes of states resulting from the latching of single-event transients (transient voltage

fluctuations) create transient faults in a circuit and when these faults are executed in the system, the resultant error is

defined as a soft error. Soft errors cannot create physical damage to a chip, but can be catastrophic for the desired

functionalities of the system [1], [2], [3]. Specifically, they are a matter of concern in those systems where high

reliability is a necessity [4], [5], [6]. Space programs (where a system cannot malfunction while in flight), banking

transactions (where a momentary failure may cause a huge difference in balances), mission critical embedded

applications, and so forth, are a few examples where soft errors are severe. Increases in system complexity, reduction

in operational voltages, exponential growth of the number of transistors per chip, increases in clock frequencies and

shrinking of devices significantly increase the rate of soft errors [7], [8].

Prior research to cope with soft errors mostly focuses on post-design phases, such as circuit level solutions, logic

level solutions, spatial redundancy, temporal redundancy, and/or error correction codes. Early detection and

correction of such problems during the design phase is much more likely to be successful than detection once the

system is operational [9]. Estimating reliability (or at least identifying failure-prone components) early in the life-

cycle of a design is therefore preferable [10], [11]. From a pure dependability viewpoint, critical components attract

more attention of soft errors tolerant approaches than others do, since reliability of a system is correlated with the

criticality of the system [12], [13]. Hence, an approach is needed at the design stage to highlight those components

where soft errors are critical.

This paper examines the use of metrics to identify those components in a system model that are soft errors critical

in creating impacts in system functionality. It also investigates how to encourage the designer to explore changes that

could be made in the existing model. For example, how the criticalities of top-ranked (critical) components could be

minimized, or how these components could be replaced with alternatives and/or with less critical components is

examined. The objective is to keep the functionality and other constraints of the system unaffected or to make a trade-

off between them, with the goal to minimize the risks of soft errors. Case studies illustrate the effectiveness of this

approach in determining components’ criticality rankings and then lowering their criticalities. The model is expressed

in Unified Modeling Language (UML) since this allows the modeler to describe different views on a system,

including the physical layer [14], [15].
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The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes related work. Section 3 outlines the methodology to measure

and reduce components criticality employed in this research. This methodology is applied to a real-life case study in

Section 4. Section 5 discusses the results obtained. Finally, in Section 6, conclusions and recommendations for future

extensions are discussed.

2 RELATED WORK

Software based approaches to tolerate soft errors include redundant programs to detect [16], [17], [18], [19] and/or

recover from the problem [20], duplicating instructions [21], [22], task duplication [23], dual use of super scalar data

paths [24], and Error detection and Correction Codes (ECC) [25]. Chip level Redundant Threading (CRT) [16] used a

load value queue such that redundant executions can always see an identical view of memory. Although the load

value queue produced an identical view of memory for both leading and trailing threads, integrating this into the chip

multiprocessor environment requires significant changes. In [17], the authors described the concept of sphere of

replication in aiding the design and discussion of fault tolerant Simultaneously and Redundantly Threaded (SRT)

processors. The parts of the computer system that fall outside the sphere are not replicated and must be protected by

other means such as information redundancy. AR-SMT (Active-stream/Redundant-stream Simultaneous

Multithreading) [18] increases the memory requirement and bandwidth pressure two times, since both threads

required accessing the cache and individual memory. Doubling the memory may stress the memory hierarchy and

degrade performance. Walcott et al. [26] used redundant multi threading to determine the architectural vulnerability

factor, and Shye et al. [27] used process level redundancy to detect soft errors. In redundant multi threading, two

identical threads are executed independently over some period and the outputs of the threads are compared to verify

the correctness. EDDI [21], and SWIFT [22] duplicated instructions and program data to detect soft errors. Both

redundant programs and duplicating instructions create higher memory requirements and increase register pressure.

Error detection and Correction Codes (ECC) [25] adds extra bits with the original bit sequence to detect error. Using

ECC to combinational logic blocks is complicated, and requires additional logic and calculations with already timing-

critical paths.

Hardware solutions for soft errors mitigation mainly emphasize circuit level solutions, logic level solutions and

architectural solutions. At the circuit level, gate sizing techniques [28], [29], [30] increasing capacitance [31], [32],

resistive hardening [33] are commonly used to increase the critical charge (Qcrit) of the circuit node as high as

possible. However, these techniques tend to increase power consumption and lower the speed of the circuit. Logic

level solutions [34], [35], [36] mainly propose detection and recovery in combinational circuits by using redundant or

self-checking circuits. Architectural solutions mainly introduce redundant hardware in the system to make the whole

system more robust against soft errors. They include dynamic implementation verification architecture (DIVA) [37],

and block-level duplication used in IBM Z-series machines [38]. DIVA [37] in its method of fault protection assumed

that the checker is always correct and it proceeds using the checker’s result in case of a mismatch. So, faults in the

checker itself must be detected through alternative techniques.

Hardware and software combined approaches [39], [40], [20], [41], [23], [42], [43] use the parallel processing

capacity of chip multiprocessors (CMPs) and redundant multi threading to detect and recover the problem. Mohamed

et al. [41] shows Chip Level Redundantly Threaded Multiprocessor with Recovery (CRTR), where the basic idea is to

run each program twice, as two identical threads, on a simultaneous multithreaded processor. One of the more

interesting matters in the CRTR scheme is that there are certain faults from which it cannot recover. If a register value

is written prior to committing an instruction, and if a fault corrupts that register after the committing of the

instruction, then CRTR fails to recover from that problem. In Simultaneously and Redundantly Threaded processors
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with Recovery (SRTR) scheme [20], there is a probability of fault corrupting both threads since the leading thread and

trailing thread execute on the same processor. Others [40], [23], [42], [43] have followed similar approaches.

However, in all cases the system is vulnerable to soft error problems in key areas. In software-based approaches, the

complex use of threads presents a difficult programming model. In hardware-based approaches, duplication suffers

not only from overhead due to synchronizing duplicate threads, but also from inherent performance overhead due to

additional hardware. Moreover, these post-functional design phase approaches can increase time delays and power

overhead without offering any performance gain.

Few approaches [44], [45] dealt with the static complexities of the system as a risk assessment methodology to

minimize the risks of faults. McCabe [46] introduced Cyclomatic complexity, which is measured based on program

graphs. However, these static approaches do not deal with the matter of how a module functions in its executing

environment. A fault may not manifest itself into a failure if never executed. Cortellessa et al. [9], and Yacoub et al.

[13] defined dynamic metrics that include dynamic complexity and dynamic coupling metrics to measure the quality

of software architecture. To assess the severity of the components they have defined only three levels of system

failure. However, in real life scenarios, only three severity levels are not sufficient to represent several possible failure

modes. Criticality analysis at the sub-system level along with failure Mode and Effect Analysis (FMEA) is also

becoming popular in fault tolerant research. A few common methods for assessing criticality in FMEA are Risk

Priority Number (RPN) [47], the MIL_STD 1629A Criticality Number ranking [48], and the multi-criteria Pareto

ranking [49]. However, difficulties in calculating failure rate values or probability of failure make Criticality Number

ranking, and the multi-criteria Pareto ranking unpopular to researchers. Sherer [50] has shown a risk assessment

methodology by measuring the consequences of errors in different modules. However, the high complexity of the

method in real-life applications makes it obsolete. Moreover, the method is applied at the later stages of the system

design, which can mean a huge cost increase.

3 A METHODOLOGY TO MEASURE AND REDUCE COMPONENT’S CRITICALITY

Complexity is taken as a measure of the likelihood of a component to be affected by soft errors. Severity of failure

of components is taken as a measure of the impact of a system’s functionality being affected by a component

suffering a soft error. The methodology presented here is to measure the complexity and severity of each component,

plus the propagation of soft errors from that component, and then take the product as a measure of criticality. The

model is examined by refactoring to lower component criticality by maintaining constraints. The details of these steps

are outlined as follows.

3.1 Measuring the Complexities of the Components
There is a correlation between the likelihood of faults/errors/failures and the complexity of a system [12], [51]. The

more complex the component, the greater the probability is of fault/error/failure proneness. Complexity analysis does

not measure the impact of components in system functionality, but it shows the rank of likelihood of having

faults/errors/failures among the components. Complexity is measured, in this paper, by an assessment of Execution

Time (ET) during simulation and Message-In-and-Out frequency (MIO).

3.1.1 Execution Time during Simulation
The Failure-In-Time (FIT) of a system due to soft error is proportional to the fraction of time in which the system

is susceptible to soft error if the circuit type, transistor sizes, node capacitances, temperature etc. are kept at constant

[52]. Hence, the fractional time that a component uses in the execution of a system can flag the error proneness of that

component. Using ET during simulation to measure a component’s complexity is a novel approach. Components are
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executed for a specific operation. Users can specify any operation that seems to be involved with all components. The

longer duration to perform the selected operation implies that the component is being used more frequently and/or

that it is experiencing many state changes. A soft error occurs at any access point of these components can spread

towards all communicating components through the large number of behavioural linkages until the soft error affected

component remains in execution. Hence, the likelihood of soft error may be increased if the component takes a longer

ET.  The calculated components’ ET from the system model will flag the relative ET variations among the

components. Hence, it is not a matter of concern how small the figure is but the relative ET variation will be used as

one of the parameters of their complexity ranking. The method of measuring ET during simulation (to perform an

operation by a component) can be shown as follows. Component state S is a function of time: S (t) where t denotes

time. An external function F () is required to be executed to perform the operation F (S (ti)) → S (tj)): where S (ti) is

the state of a component at ti and S (tj) is the state of that component at tj.  Hence, ET, to execute the function F () that

changes the state of the pth component from S (ti) to S (tj), is:





n

j
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1
jip ))(tS))(t(S(FET (1)

Where n is the total number of state changes in the pth component’s behaviour execution and dpj is the duration in

the jth slot of changing states of pth component. Since UML does not specify how to simulate the architecture

models, Rational Rhapsody [53] is used to gain execution data via simulation. The model is executed in tracing mode.

Several tracing commands are used to execute the model. The state transition times for the components are saved to a

log file. At the end of the simulation, that log file is analyzed to calculate the total ET of the components to perform a

selected operation. In the execution time calculation, when a component communicates with other components, every

slot of time taken by itself and in all in-between events on the way of communication till the message (In UML

models, components communicate with each other by message passing) is received by the other end is taken into

account. The time trace commands used in the executed UML models return each slot of time along the way of

message passing; hence, communication time is also taken into account in this calculation.

3.1.2 Message-In-and-Out Frequency
In a model-based system, components are often interdependent. Hence, a failure or error can easily propagate to

other components. The malfunctioning behaviour of a component in a highly interdependent design cannot be easily

isolated. Therefore, this dependence is considered a valuable measurement for both “a posteriori” and “a priori”

analysis [54]. A posteriori analysis is conducted to trace those design aspects that were more likely to produce errors

and hence correlate errors with design quality metrics. A priori analysis makes use of this dependence measurement to

assess the reliability of designs in an early development phase. This paper accepts a priori analysis, since it saves both

cost and time. In a system model, components communicate with each other by messages passing among them.

Number of messages from and to a component shows the measure of dependence with other components.

Components with more dependence could easily manifest themselves into a failure of the system because services of

these components are frequently accessed by other components [13].

To figure out this fault proneness, a component’s Message-In-and-Out frequency (MIO) which is the ratio of

number of messages from and to a component in a scenario and total number of messages in that scenario is

calculated. More specifically, a component with higher Message-In-and-Out frequency (MIO) is more likely to cause

changes in the whole system if there arise any architectural or behavioral change in that component. Define
ki

MIO as

the MIO for ith component in kth scenario. M (i,j) is the message between component i and component j (where
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j=1,….,m , ji  , and m is the number of messages from ith component to other components) in kth scenario, and kn

is the total number of messages, communicating among all the components, in that scenario. Then, iMIO  can be

derived as shown in (2).
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For each component, Total MIO (TMIO) in all possible different scenarios can be calculated using (3). TMIO for

ith component is:

)(
1
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k
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k
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Where n  is the total number of scenarios in the system, )( kScP is the probability of kth Scenario in that system,

and
kiMIO is the MIO for ith component in kth scenario.

3.1.3 Overall Complexity
The Overall Complexity of the ith Component (OCCi) is the summation of different complexity factors for that

component. The equation to derive OCCi is shown in (4).

iii TMIOETOCC  (4)

Where ETi and TMIOi are Execution Time, and Message-In-and-Out frequency for the ith component. Since, ETi

and TMIOi are independent on each other, OCCi is calculated using the summation of these two factors.

3.2 Measuring the Severity of Failure of Components
A single soft error in a particular component could have a greater effect than multiple soft errors in another, or a

set of, components. For this reason, the effects of soft errors in the whole system need to be analyzed by injecting

transient faults (which will create soft errors if activated) into each component. These results are merged with the

component’s complexities to obtain a better measure of their impact on system if they are affected by soft errors. The

severity of failures of components and messages is determined by the Failure Mode and Effects Analysis (FMEA)

method [48]. FMEA is a procedure for the analysis of potential failure modes within a system by classifying severity

or determination of the failure’s effect upon the system. FMEA is an analysis technique that facilitates the

identification of potential problems in the design or process by examining the effects of lower level failures [55].

Failure causes are any errors or defects in the process, design, or item. Effects analysis refers to studying the

consequences of those failures. The FMEA determines, by failure mode analysis, the effect of each failure and ranks

each failure according to the severity of a failure effect. Hosseini et al. [56] suggested evaluation criteria and a

ranking system for the severity of effects for a design FMEA as shown in Table 1. Transient faults were injected at

each component, into one bit at a time. The reason is that transient faults change the value of one bit at a time and the

probability of changing two bits and/or two faults are almost zero. The test is done in simulation mode of the UML

model. The ‘Rhapsody Developer’ tool is used for simulating the model. The fault injection is made by changing one

bit of the parameter value, or anywhere in code or in the parameter name. For example, if the correct value of

parameter ‘x’ is ‘7’ then ‘7’ can be changed to ‘8’ or ‘9’ or any other combinations.  The parameter name ‘x’ can be

changed to ‘y’, ‘v’, or any other combinations. The combinations can be generated as follows. The ASCII value of

character ‘x’ is 58 in hex and 0111010 in binary. Therefore, changing one bit is possible in any of the six bits that will

in turn generate a different character in each case. Similarly, the faulty combinations for the parameter value (the
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binary value of ‘7’ is 000111) can be generated. The effects in the overall system are analyzed by the FMEA method.

To validate the analysis results, several tests (three to five) are done for each component and the average integer

(floor) value is taken as the resultant rank of severity. If in first three cases, the effects are almost the same then the

test is terminated. The effect in the system functionality is evaluated manually by FMEA. Failure modes are classified

into one of the ten categories as shown in Table 1. To analyze the cause and effect of the failure in the system better,

domain expertise is required. Hence, the system is studied in detail before performing severity analysis.

TABLE 1

EVALUATION CRITERIA AND RANKING SYSTEM OF FMEA

3.3 Measuring Propagation of Soft Errors from the Components
Before measuring the component’s propagation of soft errors, the component’s complexity and severity are

multiplied together to measure their combined impact (if there is any soft error) on the whole system. Measuring the

propagation of soft errors refines this impact to obtain a clearer picture of the impact or criticality of each component.

The method of measuring the propagation of soft errors is shown in Fig. 1, which is a scenario of a system model

showing three components: C1, C2, and C3.

Fig. 1. An Example Scenario of a System Model to Measure the Propagation of Soft Errors

ENV denotes the environment communicating with the system. The product of complexity and severity of these

three components are se1, se2, and se3 respectively. In Fig. 1, x1,….,x10 indicate the severity in corresponding

messages where indexing is made according to their time of occurrences in the whole scenario. Soft errors may be

Linguistic Terms for Severity of
a Failure Mode

Rank

Hazardous 10

Serious 9

Extreme 8

Major 7

Significant 6

Moderate 5

Low 4

Minor 3

Very minor 2

No effect 1
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propagated via message communication. The propagation of soft errors from or in the environment is not considered.

To measure soft errors propagation through message passing involves finding the increase in the level of

consequences of each message. A soft error in C1 (before it passes a second message) sees an increase in level of

consequences in C2 to se1x2, since soft errors may propagate from C1 to C2 through the passed message.

After passing the 2nd message, there is an increase in level of consequences in C2: s1x2 and after passing the 3rd

message, there is an increase in level of consequences in C3: se1x2se2x3.

Similarly, after passing the 9th message, there is an increase in the level of consequences in C1:

se1x2se2x3se3x4se2x5se2(x6+x7)se1x8se1x9

The total Consequences (CON) in the system can be defined as
11CONC  (=

se1x2se2x3se3x4se2x5se2(x6+x7)se1x8se1x9)

If the soft error occurs in C1 within the 2nd and 8th messages then the consequences (
21CONC  = se1x8se1x9) can be

propagated in the system after passing the 8th message.

If the soft error occurs in C1 after passing the 8th message then the consequences (
31CONC  = se1x9) can be

propagated in the system with the 9th message. If there is any indefinite conditional loops and number of iterations (at

the exit time from the loop) is q then total consequence will be multiplied by q.

In the same way, if soft errors occur in C2, and/or in C3 then the increase in level of consequences can be checked

at different stages of message passing.

The consequences in the system can be measured as follows.

12CONC  = se2x3se3x4se2x5se2(x6+x7)se1x8se1x9

22CONC = se2x5se2(x6+x7)se1x8se1x9

32CONC = se2(x6+x7)se1x8se1x9

42CONC  = se2x7se1x8se1x9

13CONC = se3x4se2x5se2(x6+x7)se1x8se1x9

The total propagation of soft errors in the three components due to injected fault(s) at each component can be

derived as follows.
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If the values of se1, se2, and se3; and x1,…, x10 are known then the above propagations can be derived. The total soft

errors propagation in the whole system (due to a soft error in any component) can be shown as follows:

Where n' is the total number of scenarios in the system, )( kScP is the probability of the kth scenario, and

)(
ki

CCON is the propagation of soft errors from the ith component in the kth scenario.

3.4 Measuring Criticalities of the Components
For each component, criticality is the product of complexity, severity, and the propagation of soft errors. The

combined impact of complexity and severity is used to calculate the propagation of soft errors. Criticality is

)()()(
1

kik

n

k
i CCONScPCCON 





(5)
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calculated by taking the product of complexity, severity, and the propagation of soft errors. If the criticality of the ith

component is Cri then the equation to derive it can be shown as (6).

Where, iOCC is the overall complexity of the component, )( iCCON is the propagation of soft errors from the

component, and )( iCSev is the severity of the component. )(),(, iii CSevCCONOCC are dependent on each

other; i.e. for any increase in complexity there is a high probability that the severity will increase, and if the product

of complexity and severity increases then the probability of propagation of soft errors will increase too. Hence,

criticality is taken as the product of overall complexity, severity, and propagation of soft errors. The methodology of

criticality analysis is shown in Fig. 2.

Fig.2. Methodology of Criticality Analysis

Once the criticalities of the components are calculated, they are ranked to obtain the criticality ranking among the

components. The result is then analyzed to flag the components that, if affected by soft errors, can influence the

system the most. This research then targets these components to lower their criticalities in order to minimize the risks

of soft errors.

3.5 Lowering the Criticalities of Components
Component criticality suggests to the designers where in the system design changes are necessary or helpful to

minimize soft errors risk. These changes can be done by applying a suitable approach where he/she may change the

architecture or behavioural model of the component to lower its complexity, and/or severity, and/or propagation of

soft errors. Refactoring is a good candidate for this type of approach.

In software engineering, "Refactoring" source code means improving it without changing its overall results, and is

sometimes informally referred to as "cleaning it up". Refactoring neither fixes bugs nor adds new functionality,

though the cleaning process might precede either of these activities. Rather, refactoring improves the

understandability of the code, changes its internal structure and design, and removes dead code to make the code

easier to comprehend, more easily maintained, and more amenable to change [57]. UML model refactoring is the

))(),(,( iiii CSevCCONOCCCr  (6)
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equivalent of source code refactoring at the model level, with the objective of preserving model behaviour [58].

Refactoring re-structures the model, at the conceptual level, to improve quality factors such as maintainability,

efficiency and fault tolerance without introducing any new behaviour [59]. The purpose of model refactoring is to

alter the model based on user’s requirements by keeping the functionality and other constraints of the system

unaffected. Model refactoring can be done by replacing components or sub-systems with ones that are more elegant,

merging/splitting the states but keeping the behaviour unchanged, altering code readability or understandability,

formal concept analysis, and graph transformation, etc. It can be detailed by using an example, which consists of Fig.

3 and Fig. 4. Fig. 3 shows an example statechart of user’s access to server, and Fig. 4 shows this statechart after

refactoring. Two states in the Fig. 3, named as “Pass to Sever” and “Retrieved” are merged into one state,

“Verifying”, in the refactored statechart (Fig. 4). The actions used in “Pass to Sever” are copied into the “Verifying”

state.

P ass to  S erver

A ctions

V erify  U ser

U ser Logged O n

R etrieved

[V a lid  U ser]

[E lse]

Fig. 3. An Example Statechart of ‘User’s Access to Server’ before Refactoring

Fig. 4. An Example Statechart of ‘User’s Access to Server’ after Refactoring

Once the criticality ranking is returned, a model can be refactored with the goal of reducing the criticalities of the

components. Lowering the criticalities can be achieved by reducing any of the multiplying factors: complexity,

severity or propagation of soft errors. For example, if in Fig. 2, C1 is the most critical component; the reason behind

its criticality is the product of its complexity, severity, and propagation of soft errors (from C1). Then the design is

analyzed to find which multiplying factor is causing the large criticality value. If its complexity is very high, then the

reason is probably that its ET is high and/or its communication dependency with C2, and C3 is high. Higher values of

ET imply that this component is being called more frequently than others are, and/or it is changing a greater number

V e r i f y in g

A c t io n s ( C o p ie d )

V e r i f y  U s e r

U s e r  L o g g e d  O n

[V a l id  U s e r ]

[ E ls e ]
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of states than others. If the severity of C1 shows a higher value, then it means the fault in it has more effect on the

overall system functionality than either C2 or C3. If the large criticality is due to the propagation of soft errors from

C1, then that component is seen, in most of the communication scenarios, as a starting node. Refactoring can be

applied on the architecture or behavioral model of the component to lower the complexity, and/or severity, and/or

propagation of soft errors of the components. Fig. 5 details the methodology of lowering component criticality by

refactoring.

Fig. 5. Methodology to lower the criticalities of the Components by Refactoring

As shown in Fig. 5, initially, the abstract model (in UML) is created from the given specifications. The model is

then analyzed to measure the criticalities of its components. Component criticalities need to be compared with a

threshold value that users need to determine (for simplicity, the threshold value is ignored in the example). The large

variations among components’ criticalities are taken as the guideline of flagging the components as critical. If critical

components exist in the model, then the model is analyzed to be refactored to lower the components’ criticalities.

Special attention needs to be given to the top-ranked components to lower their criticalities. Other components can be

examined in turn later, according to their criticality ranking. Several trial and error iterations are needed to achieve the

goal of lowering a component’s criticality. In each trial, checks must be made to ensure the refactoring does not

interfere with the functionality of the system; otherwise, the model will have to go through another refactoring

method. If these constraints are maintained, then the lowering process will check whether components’ criticalities

are sufficiently reduced or not. If the check is successful, then the process will terminate. If not, another iteration of

the above steps will occur.

4 CASE STUDY

Examination of a system model - an Automated Rail Car system - illustrates the application of the metrics. This

model is a safety critical application, which meets real-time criteria and illustrates a broad class of systems that must

have high reliability.
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4.1 An Automated Rail Car System
The Automated Rail Car system assumes each pair of adjacent stations is connected by two rail tracks. Several

railcars are available to transport passengers between terminals. A control centre receives, processes, and sends

system data to various components of the system. Here, an example of such a system is selected where there are four

terminals and eight cars. A high-level object-model diagram of the Automated Rail Car system and more-detailed

diagrams of its composites are shown in Fig. 6.

Fig. 6. (a) High-level object-model diagram for the Automated Rail Car system; and (b) more-detailed diagrams of the components -
Terminal and Car.

A Car has four main components: ProximitySensor, Cruiser, DestPanel, and OccupancySensor; and a Terminal has

six main components: CarHandler, PlatformManager, CallCarButton, Entrance, Exit, and ExitManager. There is

another component in the system named as ControlCentre, which communicates with various system components for

receiving, processing, and providing system data. Throughout this paper, components’ names are abbreviated as

follows: Car (Cr), ProximitySensor (Ps), Cruiser (Cs), DestPanel (Dp), OccupancySensor (Os), Terminal (Tm),

CarHandler (Ch), CallCarButton (Cb), Entrance (En), Exit (Ex), ExitManager (Em), ControlCenter (Cc),

PlatformManager (Pm). En and Ex are software drivers for the relevant rail segments. Pm and Em allocate platforms

and exits to Ch. In contrast to other components, Ch is a concept that does not come from the problem domain, but is

introduced by a domain expert during modeling. It handles the transactions between a Cr and a Tm. A special Ch is

created whenever a Cr approaches a Tm; it is destroyed when the Cr departs. As such, it serves as a proxy object for

the Cr within the Tm. The primitive component Pm sends events to the Cr’s behavior (to its statechart) based on the

distance to the approached Tm. The Cs can be off, engaged, or disengaged. The car is to maintain maximum speed as

long as it never comes within 80 meters of any other car. Each Cr has its own Dp.

4.1.1 ET Analysis in the Automated Rail Car System
The state changes of the Cr used to measure the ET of the components in the ARCS, are shown in Fig. 7. Cr stays

at ‘Idle’ state at any Tm. If the event is generated to move Cr from its source to destination then it reaches to its

‘Departure’ state where it continues its travel only if the smallest distance to any other car (in front) is at  least 100

meters. Cr [0] is initially idled at Tm [0]. It is selected to move from its source (it is assumed as Tm [0]) to its

destination (it is assumed as Tm [3]). Here, this test case is chosen randomly. The user can choose any possible test

case. The system is executed to move Cr to the ‘Idle’ state. Then, the event to move Cr to Tm [3] (from Tm [0]) is
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triggered. Since, before moving to ‘Idle’ state, some components change their behaviour, to calculate the ET, the time

to move to the ’Idle’ state is also considered, with the time to move to destination from the ‘Idle’ state. ET for each

sub-system is calculated by (7) and this equation is derived from (1).





n

j
pjd

1

[3]})Terminalatis[0]{Car

[0]}TerminalatRestatis[0]CarSystem}({CarRaild({AutomatepTR

(7)

Where, the symbols are defined in (1). Calculated ET for the different components to take Cr from Tm [0] to Tm

[3] is shown in Table 2.

Fig. 7. Statechart Diagram of Car

TABLE 2

ET OF THE COMPONENTS TO MOVE A CAR FROM TERMINAL [0] TO TERMINAL [3]

Components ET Normalized Values

Cr 31s 45 ms .933

Ps 47 ms .023
Cs 15 ms .0074
Dp 10 ms .005
Os 8 ms .004
Tm 3 ms .0015
Ch 28 ms .014
Cb 4 ms .002
En 8 ms .004
Ex 5 ms .0025
Em 6 ms .003
Pm 15 ms .0074
Cc 1 ms .0005

carS

rail_auxiliary

rail

[mode == STOP]
departure

arrival

3

cruising

0

[mode == PASS]

[IS_IN(clear) &&
 IS_IN(syncExit) &&
 IS_IN(syncCruiser)]/

itsCruiser->engage();
itsTerminal->GEN(
clearDest());

alert100/
set_itsTerminal(params->term);

idle

[stopsAt->isEmpty()]/
itsCruiser->stop();

destSelected

[itsTerminal==params->term]

standby

setDest/
add_stopsAt(params->term);
setDirection(params->term);
itsDestPanel->GEN(indicateDestination
(params->term,STOP_TEXT));

/add_stopsAt(params->term);
setDirection(params->term);
itsDestPanel->GEN(indicateDestination(
params->term, STOP_TEXT));

tm(4*1000)

/set_sendedToTerminal(NULL);
set_itsCarHandler(
itsTerminal->assignCar(this));
itsCarHandler->startBehavior(); polling_auxiliary

polling

[mode == STOP]

[IS_IN(clear) &&
 IS_IN(syncExit) &&
 IS_IN(syncCruiser)]/

itsCruiser->engage();
itsTerminal->GEN(
clearDest());

[mode == PASS]
alert100/
set_itsTerminal(params->term);

[stopsAt->isEmpty()]/
itsCruiser->stop();

/set_sendedToTerminal(NULL);
set_itsCarHandler(
itsTerminal->assignCar(this));
itsCarHandler->startBehavior();

destSelected

[itsTerminal==params->term]

setDest/
add_stopsAt(params->term);
setDirection(params->term);
itsDestPanel->GEN(indicateDestination
(params->term,STOP_TEXT));

/add_stopsAt(params->term);
setDirection(params->term);
itsDestPanel->GEN(indicateDestination(
params->term, STOP_TEXT));

tm(4*1000)
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As mentioned in Section 3.1.1, UML does not specify an action model; Rational Rhapsody [106] is used to gain

execution data via simulation. The model is executed in tracing mode. Several tracing commands are used to execute

the model. The state transition times for the components are saved to a log file. At the end of the simulation, that log

file is analysed to calculate the total ET of the components to perform a selected operation. In the execution time

calculation, when a component communicates with other components, every slot of time taken by itself and in all in-

between events on the way of communication till the message (In UML models, components communicate with each

other by message passing) is received by the other end is taken into account.

4.1.2   MIO and TMIO Analysis in the Automated Rail Car System
There are two scenarios in this Automated Rail Car system. These are: i) CarApproachesATerminal, and ii)

CarDepartsATerminal. Message-In-and-Out frequencies (MIO) for all components are calculated using (2) and (3)

and for two different scenarios. All values of MIO and TMIO for all sub-systems are shown in Table 3.

TABLE 3

MIO, TMIO AND OVERALL COMPLEXITIES OF ALL COMPONENTS IN AUTOMATED RAIL CARS SYSTEM

The probabilities of the two scenarios are assumed as equal since, if a Cr departs, there is an equal probability that

it will arrive at another Tm. There may arise some other scenarios, but for simplicity only, these two scenarios are

considered. The blank cells in Table 3 indicate no message from the corresponding component in the corresponding

scenario. Cr has the highest value of TMIO as it communicates mostly with other components. TMIO for other

components are also shown in this table.

4.1.3 Overall Complexities of the Components in the Automated Rail Car System
The total complexities of all components are calculated using (4). The last column in Table 3 shows the measured

values of each component’s complexity. Their values are normalized by taking the ratio between them and the total

value. In Table 3, to simplify the representation of column headings, CarApproachesATerminal Scenario,

CarDepartsATerminal Scenario, and Overall Complexities of the Components are abbreviated as CAATS, CDATS,

and OCC respectively. As shown in Table 3, Cr is the most complex component and is followed by Ch, and Cs. The

highest value of ET and largest communication dependencies (with other components) took the complexity value of

Cr to the highest value. In the two scenarios, not all components participated. Hence, MIO and TMIO for some

components were not measured in this example. ET alone is used to measure the overall complexities of those

components.

Components MIO in CAATS MIO in CDATS TMIO OCC

Cr 0.64 0.5 1.14 2.073
Ps 0.21 - 0.21 0.233
Cs 0.29 0.21 0.5 0.5074
Dp - - - 0.005
Os - - - 0.004
Tm 0.14 0.07 0.21 0.2115
Ch 0.43 0.64 1.07 1.084
Cb - - - 0.002
En 0.14 - 0.14 0.144
Ex - 0.14 0.14 0.1425
Em - 0.21 0.21 0.213
Pm 0.14 0.07 0.21 0.2174
Cc - - - 0.0005
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TABLE 4

E/F RATIONS OF THE COMPONENTS IN THE AUTOMATED RAIL CAR SYSTEM

Components Number of Trials Number of Faults E/F Ratio

Cr 8 0.8
Ps 4 0.4
Cs 5 0.5
Dp 1 0.1
Os 1 0.1
Tm 3 0.3
Ch 7 0.7
Cb 1 0.1
En 3 0.3
Ex 3 0.3
Em 4 0.4
Pm 4 0.4
Cc

10

1 0.1

4.1.4 Validating the Complexities of the Components in the Automated Rail Car System
To validate the component’s complexity measurement, trials were conducted whereby transient faults were injected

into the components of the selected system. The fault injection procedure is detailed in Section 3.2. The probabilities

of occurrences of soft errors in the components are calculated by taking the ratios between total number of soft error

occurrences and total number of fault injections. This ratio can be defined as the Error/Fault injections (E/F) Ratio. A

fault, if activated in the execution of the system, creates an error in the system. In this paper, only those soft errors are

counted that cause any degradation or failure in system functionality. If the fault does not create any degradation in

the system then it was not taken as a matter of concern here. Ten trials were made for transient fault injection into

every component. The more trials are performed, the better the expected result. However, for this large example

model, it is expected that ten trials in each component can give a good idea about their probabilities of occurrences of

soft errors. Table 4 shows the E/F ratio for this example. If these ratios are ranked in an ascending order then it is

observed that Table 3 has a similar ranking to Table 4 until the Cs component. The next ratio is equal for Ps, Pm, and

Em where, in Table 3, their complexity values differ a little. If that slight difference is neglected, then the complexity

ranking for these components shows similar results in these tables. Other results also show a very similar complexity

order as in Table 3. Hence, it can be concluded that complexity analysis is able to measure the likelihood of error

occurrences among the components of the Automated Rail Car system.

4.1.5 Comparison with Static Complexity Analysis
This comparison shows the contribution of dynamic metrics to measure the complexities of the components over

static metrics. The dynamic complexities of the components for the Automated Rail Car system are obtained as

outlined in Section 3.1.3. Static complexities are calculated by using McCabe’s Cyclomatic complexity theorem [46].

The last Column in Table 5 shows the Cyclomatic Complexities of the components of the Automated Rail Car system.

Table 5 also allows comparison among the dynamic complexity, static complexity, and E/F ratios of the components.

E/F ratios of the components are calculated as described in Section 4.1.4. The values shown in Table 5 are all

normalized to make the comparison possible. The normalization is done by dividing each element in each column

with the highest value in the corresponding column. Since in all three columns Cr has the maximum value, the

normalized value for Cr is obtained as ‘1’. The results show that both dynamic complexity and E/F ratio return a

similar ranking. Static complexity, on the other hand, returned a completely different ranking and, in most cases, it

failed to distinguish among the complexities of the components. Static complexity analysis, for instance, returned the

same complexity value for Dp, Os, Tm, Cb, En, Ex, Em, Pm, Cc. Hence, dynamic complexity is more significant than
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static complexity in component complexity analysis.

TABLE 5

COMPARISON AMONG DYNAMIC COMPLEXITY, STATIC COMPLEXITY, AND E/F RATIONS OF THE COMPONENTS OF THE
AUTOMATED RAIL CAR SYSTEM

Components E/F Ratio
(Normalized)

Dynamic Complexities of the
Components (Normalized)

Static Complexities
(Normalized)

Cr 1 1 1
Ps 0.5 0.112 0.625
Cs 0.625 0.245 0.75
Dp 0.125 0.002 0.25
Os 0.125 0.0019 0.25
Tm 0.375 0.102 0.25
Ch 0.875 0.523 0.375
Cb 0.125 0.001 0.25
En 0.375 0.069 0.25
Ex 0.375 0.069 0.25
Em 0.5 0.103 0.25
Pm 0.5 0.105 0.25
Cc 0.125 0.0002 0.25

4.1.6 Measuring the Severity of Components in the Automated Rail Car System
Severity of components and messages were determined by the FMEA method, where the effects of soft errors (here

soft errors that degrade the system functionality are considered) in each component were analyzed by injecting

transient faults (fault injections detail is shown in Section 3.2). Table 6 shows the FMEA on the components of this

example.

TABLE 6

FMEA ON THE COMPONENTS OF AUTOMATED RAIL CAR SYSTEM

CN Failure Mode Effect of Failure Severity
of Failure

SR

Cr Failed to poll on the Cr The system was held in between Departure and
Cruising states

Serious 9

Ps Calculation of distance was wrong The system could not arrive at any terminal and was
continuously cruising

Extreme 8

Cs Wrong speed was calculated (low rather
than Full)

The system became very slow and took much more
time to reach the destination.

Low 4

Ch Direction parameter changed (Entrance to
exit)

The system was running till in cruise, then the
system terminated the whole execution

Hazardous 10

Cb No Failure (Error injected at ‘Calling car
method’)

No change in the selected operation of the system No effect 1

Os Occupancy was True rather than False Failed to Depart Extreme 8
Pm Failed to provide free terminal at destination The system could not reach at the destination and it

was infinitely looping at Arrival
Significant 6

Tm Calculation of destination terminal was
wrong. (Error injected at Reactions in State)

Failed to reach at the destination though it started
journey from source terminal, cruising was OK and
looping infinitely at Arrival state

Significant 6

Cc Several transient faults were injected at
different places

No change in the selected operation of the system No effect 1

Dp Several transient faults were injected at
different places

No change in the selected operation of the system No effect 1

En Failed to send Parameter to Ch to complete
Move operation

Held at Departure state Extreme 8

Ex Failed to send Parameter to Ch to complete
Move operation

Could not exit from the first Tm Serious 9

Em Exit’s counter clock wise direction was made
‘FALSE’

Could not exit from the first Tm Serious 9
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Fig. 8. Severity of components and messages in CarApproachesATerminal Scenario

To measure the severities of communicating messages, transient faults were injected at each message individually

and then the consequences arising from the soft errors (as mentioned in Section 1, soft errors are the effect of

transient faults) were checked and evaluated at execution. The severities of the messages in CarApproachesATerminal

Scenario are shown in Fig. 8. The values are not shown in tabular form. A few titles of the columns in Table 6 are

abbreviated as Component Name (CN) and Severity Rank (SR). The eighth and ninth messages in Fig. 8, which are

messages from Ch to En, and En to Ch respectively, have the highest severities among the severities of the

communicating messages. The second level of severity is with the third and sixth messages. The lowest severity rank

is with the seventh and thirteenth messages.

4.1.7 Measuring Propagation of Soft Errors from the Components in the Automated Rail Car System
Propagations of soft errors from the components are calculated as outlined in Section 3.3. The second column in

Table 7 shows the combined impact of complexity and severity.

TABLE 7

CRITICALITIES OF THE COMPONENTS IN THE AUTOMATED RAIL CAR SYSTEM

Components CICS Propagation of Soft Errors Criticality

Cr 18.657 4.1 76.4937
Ps 1.864 10 18.64
Cs 2.0296 .000000058 0.000000117717
Dp 0.005 - 0.005
Os 0.032 - 0.032
Tm 1.152 .0017 0.0000000072576
Ch 10.84 2.1 22.764
Cb 0.002 - 0.002
En 1.152 .0000000063 0.0000000072576
Ex 1.2825 .000014 0.000017955
Em 1.917 .0013 0.0024921
Pm 1.3044 .0000064 0.00000834816
Cc 0.0005 - 0.0005
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The column heading: ‘Combined Impact of Complexity and Severity’ is abbreviated as CICS. This combined

impact is used to calculate the propagation of soft errors for both of the scenarios in this example. They are shown (as

normalized values) in the third Column of Table 7. Since, in these two scenarios, participation of all components is

not considered, only the participant component’s error propagations can be derived using the methods outlined in

Section 3.3. The corresponding cells for Dp, Os, Cb, and Cc are blank in the table since they did not participate in the

scenarios. Table 7 shows that Ps has the highest value for the propagation of soft errors, followed by Cr and Ch. Ps

started the communication among the components, and the flow of the first message was towards almost all other

components. On the other hand, Cs, and En had negligible propagation of soft errors since their place in the scenario

is almost at the end and so, they communicated with very few components.

4.1.8 Measuring Criticalities of the Components in the Automated Rail Car System
Component criticality is calculated by taking the product of complexity, severity, and propagation of soft errors. In

the case of absence of propagation of soft errors, the combined impact of complexity and severity were deemed final

criticalities. Component criticality is shown in the last column of Table 7. The results show that Cr is the most critical

component followed by Ch and Ps. The reason behind having the maximum value is that the product of complexity,

severity, and propagation of soft errors of Cr is the highest. Cs, En, and Pm have negligible propagation of soft errors.

Cs is a highly complex component and En has a high severity value, but their relative positions in the two

communication scenarios are at the end, and hence the probability of the propagation of soft errors towards other

components is less. The results also show the other rankings of criticalities among the components.

4.1.9 Effectiveness of Propagation of Soft Errors in Measuring Criticalities of the Components
The comparison between criticalities, with and without considering the propagation of soft errors of the

components, is shown in Fig. 9 to validate the effectiveness of propagation of soft errors in measuring criticalities of

the components. Component criticality without considering propagation of soft errors is calculated by the product of

complexity and severity only. As shown in Fig. 9, if the propagation of soft errors is not considered then it fails to

distinguish criticalities among Ps, Cs, Tm, En, Ex, Em, and Pm.
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Fig. 9. Comparison between Criticalities with and without considering Propagation of soft errors

Criticality considering propagation of soft errors, on the other hand, is able to return those components’ criticality
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ranking. Usually, if a soft error arises within a component then its effect may continue to all following connected

components. A soft error in the initial components will therefore tend to have a more devastating effect on system

functionalities. Hence, the probability of the consequences of Ps, which is a starting node in the

CarApproachesATerminal Scenario, cannot be equal to the probability of the consequences of Tm or Em, which are at

the end of propagation.

TABLE 8

COMPARISON AMONG THE CALCULATED NORMALIZED ET OF THE COMPONENTS OF REFACTORED MODEL AND EXISTING
MODEL

4.1.10 Lowering the criticalities of the components in the Automated Rail Car System
As shown in Table 7, Cr is the most critical component and it has large criticality differences with the second most

critical and other components. Hence, the first target for reduction of its criticality is Cr. The part of the model that

deals with the behaviour of Cr was carefully examined to determine refactoring possibilities. All the states and their

internal and/or external codes used in triggers, as well as actions, were checked.  These areas were where refactoring

could achieve the goal of reducing Cr’s time complexity while keeping its functionality, performance and other

constraints unaffected. Two states (Activity and Departure states in Fig. 7) and their internal codes were merged to a

single state to reduce the time complexity without affecting the functionality, and performance of the system. Since

refactoring is done by merging or splitting states etc. in this case, it will have negligible impact on power

consumption. Comparison among the calculated normalized ET of the components of the refactored model and

existing model (to take a Cr from Tm [0] to Tm [3]) is shown in Table 8. A lower ET will result in lower complexity

as well as lower criticality of the components. Table 8 shows that refactoring the model lowered the ET of Cr and Ps

to a measurable extent. Others, except for Os and Pm, were also lowered. The criticalities of Os and Pm were not so

high, and the increases in their criticalities due to refactoring the model were not large.  For this reason, the increases

in these two components can be viewed as negligible. In summary, applying refactoring is effective in lowering the

criticalities of the components.

5 CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

This paper presents significant steps in developing metrics of a complexity analysis for the early system design

phase based on UML artifacts.  The paper  develops a severity assessment methodology by analyzing UML model

simulation results, develops a methodology to measure the propagation of soft errors of the components, returns a

criticality ranking among the components, and develops possible ways to encourage the designer to explore changes

Components Normalized ET of
Refactored Model

Normalized ET of
Existing Model

Cr 0.899 .995
Ps 0.00051 .0015
Cs .00048 .00048
Dp .00016 .00032
Os 0.00035 .00026
Tm .00013 .000096
Ch .00089 .00089
Cb .000032 .00013
En 0.00022 .00026
Ex .00016 .00016
Em .000096 .000192
Pm 0.00064 .00048
Cc .000032 .000032
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that could be made in the existing model to lower the criticalities of the components.

Two heuristics based metrics are developed to measure the complexity of a component: assessment of execution

time during simulation and Message-In-and-Out frequency. Both of the metrics are obtained from the UML

specifications that can be used in the early design phase of a system. These are dynamic metrics, i.e., working on the

execution phase of the model. Developed metrics are validated by calculating the E/F ratio in the component.

To measure the severity of a component, transient faults were injected at each component and the effects were

analyzed using the FMEA method during UML model simulation. The resultant severity is the average of several tests

applied on each component.

To measure the propagation of soft errors from the components, all possible cases of soft errors propagation were

considered and probabilistic formulae were developed. The mathematical figures returned from the application of

those probabilistic formulae show the propagation of soft errors from the components.

This paper integrates the above three analyses to rank the component’s criticality that highlight the variations of the

impact of soft errors among the components.

This paper then shows how possible changes can be made in the existing design to lower the criticalities of the

components to minimize the risk of soft errors. The main contribution of this step is to flag how corrective measures

can be adopted to minimize the soft errors risk of the system. The corrective measures are illustrated in the case study,

in which the criticalities of the top-ranked (critical) components could be minimized or how these components could

be replaced with less critical components. The objective is to keep the functionality and other constraints of the

system unaffected or to make a trade off between them, with a goal to minimize the risks of soft errors.

In summary, the approach presented in this paper is effective in measuring the soft error risk of the components in

a system and in lowering the criticalities of components to minimize the risk of functional degradation.

Some possible steps could be taken to extend this paper. The followings are suggested as future work.

This paper deals with the criticality of the individual components. These criticalities are relative to the system. The

top most critical component in one system may not be a critical component when considered among the domain of all

(or many) systems. Therefore, measures are still needed to determine the criticality of the whole system. Then,

lowering the criticality could occur across the whole system. Another direction for further research is to investigate

which weights might be more appropriate for the two different complexity factors used in equation (4), since in the

current approach, the weights of ET and TMIO in measuring total value of complexities were assumed as equal.

However, in reality, it is not the case. Hence, steps are required to find out the appropriate weights of ET and TMIO in

measuring the complexity of each component. The current work claims that the top-ranked critical components can

create a severe impact in the system if they are affected by soft errors. This is a relative measure. There should be a

threshold value of a component’s criticality that could flag whether any component is crossing the criticality

boundary or not. In addition, these threshold values should be universal, and able to be applied to the early design

phase of any system.
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